Falkland Islands – Wildlife Report
On-board Oceanwide Expeditions Ortelius
October 29th – November 7th 2018
Day 1 – 29th October 2018. Puerto Madryn, Argentina.
At the end of several flights, I arrived in Puerto Madryn the day before we were due to join the Ortelius, our home
for the next 9 days. The Valdez Penninsula Valdez, an outcrop of land close to Puerto Madryn, is famous for its
complement of wildlife, especially Southern right whales. This species was extirpated during historic commercial
whaling to the verge of extinction, but is slowly recovering, unlike it’s North-Atlantic relative.
Despite only having a short few hours in Puerto Madryn, there was a lot of spectacular wildlife to be seen even
before joining the ship. The first Southern right whale was spotted 10 seconds after I saw the sea, before even
arriving at the beach. There were approximately 20 spread out along the coast, some with calves, and some feeding.
Several individuals put on a wonderful show, breaching repeatedly.

Southern right whale

I tore myself away from watching these animals to join the ship, where I met the friendly expedition crew and the
complement of passengers. After a quick safety briefing and muster drill, we headed out towards open sea as the
wind picked up dramatically. Up on deck we were rewarded with more views of Southern right whales as the light
began to fade.

Southern right whale
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Day 2 – 30th October 2018. Sea day
There were a lot of keen birders onboard so I was joined on deck at sunrise by a lot of passionate and knowledgeable
people making the most of the abundance of birds. We had fantastic views of black-browed albatross, northern and
southern giant petrels, white-chinned petrels, prions, southern royal albatross, and hundreds of Wilson’s storm
petrels. We didn’t have to wait long until the mammals joined the party, with South American fur seals swimming
by, and Dusky dolphins coming to bow ride. Throughout the day we were kept company by Dusky dolphins, seals,
and diverse bird life.

Bow riding dusky dolphin

South American fur seal

Dusky dolphins underwater
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We were also rewarded with our first view of penguins! I’d seen hundreds of thousands of penguins before, but they
are so charismatic it feels like every time is your first time. These were magellanic penguins, floating in the water as
the ship passed by. Everyone attended an IAATO briefing about rules and regulations when going ashore in the
coming days. The Falklands aren’t in the Antarctic but a lot of the regulations are similar to minimize the impact on
delicate wildlife colonies we would be visiting.
The wind picked up later in the day and a few people disappeared from deck to warm up or lie down. Heavy rain hit
us just as cake was being served in the bar, so I was unfortunately alone on deck when two Sei whales surfaced a
few hundred metres from the ship.

Sei whale surfacing close to the ship

Sei whales have an extensive distribution around the world, but are normally seen in the open ocean. The Falklands
are special in this regard, as sei whales occur in relatively shallow coastal waters, especially between January and
May. We were a few months early, but our trip proved that Sei whales still inhabit these waters in early summer. We
have shared the data we collected with Falklands Conservation to help out their dedicated sei whale monitoring
project.

Northern giant petrel
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Day 3 – 31st October 2018. Sea day
After a night with a decent swell, there were less people visible around the ship, with some feeling the effects of the
movement. Motion sickness bags were strewn around the hallways, tucked behind the rail and there were visibly
less of these. The South Atlantic and Southern Ocean are famed for their strong winds and resultant swell, so it
wouldn’t have been the complete experience without a little bit of bumpy weather.
Nevertheless, most passengers made it up on deck to
enjoy the abundant bird life making the most of the
wind. The albatross use a technique called ‘dynamic
soaring’ to gain lift by flying into the wind, then using
that height to glide along the water, then repeating
this. The morning was quiet, but we were rewarded
for our time on deck with a couple of Sei whales. The
afternoon was also quieter than the previous day, but
as we neared the Falklands, an amazing array of
wildlife was seen. The islands were visible on the
horizon, and Peale’s dolphins bow rode the ship,
giving passengers great views over the side for
Peale’s dolphin

several minutes.

Peale’s dolphin

Black-browed albatross were also seen eating jellyfish on the surface of the water. There are limited observations of
them doing this; however, a recent study of their scats showed they eat a surprising amount of jellyfish.

Black-browed albatross eating jellyfish at the surface of the water
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As we approached the time of the daily roundup and briefing for the next day, we spotted several whale blows in the
distance. As we got closer, they were identified as fin whales and sei whales which were feeding. These two species
can be tricky to differentiate, but after my introduction presentation earlier in the day that was well attended, many
passengers were using the identification features to tell them apart. We cut the engine and drifted amongst the
whales as they fed on visible lobster krill.
One of the at-sea highlights was and fin whales and sei whales eating visible krill, likely lobster krill. We watched
them feeding for about 20 minutes before heading in for dinner. A brilliant end to the day, with plenty of passengers
on deck.

Fin and sei whales feeding
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Fin and sei whales feeding

Lobster krill at the surface of the water

Day 4 – 1st November 2018. Carcass Island & Steeple Jason
This morning, we woke up in wonderfully calm seas off from Carcass Island in the north west of the Falklands. A
beautiful sandy beach in good conditions was a nice introduction to landings for passengers unused to getting in and
out of small boats.
Once ashore and briefed on the island, we walked along the coast to the settlement, past many nesting passerines
and wildfowl, and spotted a South American fur seal swimming in the shallows. At the settlement we were reunited
with those that had been dropped off directly with an important priority in mind: tea and cake! The local family were
very welcoming and had put on an impressive spread for us.
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Walking through the tussock grass

We re-joined the ship, and set sail for Steeple Jason. After a quick lunch, we started collecting data from deck. Whilst
everyone else was watching the thousands of black-browed albatross that filled the sky, I was keeping a close watch
on the water for any signs of cetaceans or seals. During the zodiac ride into shore, we passed by groups of porpoising
gentoo penguins, a couple of bull South American sea lions also came to check us out.

Steeple Jason’s impressive profile

Porpoising gentoo penguins
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South American sea lions

Whilst we were ashore some passengers saw a bull sea lion capture, kill, and process a gentoo penguin which is quite
a sight! Outside of the breeding season, these males likely forage around the Patagonian shelf, which is a shorter trip
and a smaller area occupied than animals from the same species in Chile and Argentina. During the breeding season,
these animals stay ashore to compete for and hold territory, hopefully with an associated harem of females. During
this time, they risk losing their hard won spot if they go to sea to feed and as a result lose body condition. If available
around the breeding season, penguins around the coast could supplement winter feeding to allow these males to
stay onshore for longer.
The expedition trainee team also reportedly saw a leopard seal in the shallows, also likely there to take advantage of
the penguin population. Adding to the seal species seen, I also found a young female Southern elephant seal asleep
on the rocks near the landing site.

Female southern elephant seal
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After admiring the sea lions and nearby gentoo colony, we took a short walk up hill to the largest black-browed
albatross colony in the world.

Gentoo penguin colony

One of the large colonies of black-browed albatross on Steeple Jason

Striated caracara
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When there are aggregations of animals, scavengers and
predators won’t be far away. These caracaras will be on the
lookout for stray eggs or weak chicks. In places abundant
with wildlife, the circle of life and death is often very clear,
with squealing or squawking young animals during the
breeding season showcasing new life, and ill or unlucky
animals showing the other side. As well as reports of a
leopard seal, a bull sea lion was predating gentoo penguins
nearby the colony. Once he had his fill, the giant petrels
swooped in for the rest of the carcass.
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Due to the rocky landing site and exposed nature of the island, it isn’t common for passengers to successfully land
here; therefore it was an honour to be there to experience the wildlife spectacle that is Steeple Jason.

The Ortelius behind Gentoo penguins

The wind and swell had increased by the time we were back in the zodiac to head back to the Ortelius. With an
oncoming swell, our zodiac driver Tobias expertly navigated the channels, zig-zagging back and forth between the
incoming sets of waves, using the Ortelius as shelter where possible to get us back on board safely, and mostly dry.
What a great day we all had, and we were excited to see what more treasures the Falklands had to offer.

Heading back to the Ortelius

Day 5 – 2nd November 2018. West Point Island & Saunders Island
We woke up off West Point Island on an overcast but calm day. During the zodiac ride to shore, we were joined by
several Peale’s dolphins that swam between zodiacs, bow riding and checking us out. It was great that so many
passengers saw them, and got to experience them swimming so close.
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Peale’s dolphins investigating the Oceanwide zodiacs

West Point has a small dock, which made for an easy landing compared to the afternoon before, and the locals had
even literally rolled out a red carpet for us. There was a bit of a walk over the hill to our destination: a shared colony
of black-browed albatross and rock hopper penguins amongst the tussock. It was nice to experience these two
species interacting.

Black-browed albatross and rock hopper penguins

Eagle-eyed passengers also spotted several sea lions sleeping on a distant rocky outcrop. Several people were
surprised to see sea lions and fur seals up high on the coast at several landing sites. Seals with this body form (called
Otariidae – eared seals) are a lot more mobile as they are able to support their weight on their fore flippers and walk
around, as opposed to seals such as grey seals, elephant seals and leopard seals (called Phocidae – true seals or
earless seals, however they do have ears but they are not externally visible) that shuffle or undulate to move on
land.
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Some individuals (normally non-breeders during the breeding season) will climb away from the busy breeding
beaches to have a relatively undisturbed rest. Species such as the Antarctic fur seal will also lead their pups up into
the shelter of the tussock once they’re mobile enough, as this gives them some protection from predators and the
dangers of the breeding beaches where being trampled is a possibility, and it also allows the pups to practise life on
this tricky terrain.
Once back on the ship, we had several hours travel until we reached Saunders Island. Whilst we were anchoring we
noticed several land rovers approaching the shore and upon closer inspection of the beach around them, we noticed
a seal that looked a bit different. Reviewing photos on the back of my camera, I identified it as a juvenile leopard
seal. After working with them over a winter on South Georgia, I am very familiar with them and their characteristic
shape. I took this opportunity to talk to everyone in sight about leopard seals and some interesting facts about them.
The seal was obviously nervous, and disappeared into the water before the first zodiac landed a respectful distance
from where it had been.

The view as we anchored off Saunders Island. Can you see the leopard seal?

Once on land we were greeted with some incredible views of gentoo penguins dotted between mini colonies across
the landscape, and swimming ashore, unknowing of the leopard seal nearby. Leopard seals are renowned for
predating penguins but are actually opportunistic, taking a wide variety of prey including other seals, fish, small birds
such as petrels and ducks, and even tiny krill. Their rear teeth are adapted for sieving these little crustaceans from
the water column. The local family told me that the leopard seal was the 3rd they had seen that year, and it was a lot
later than normal, but many aspects of leopard seal distribution and their drivers are still a mystery.
After a short walk across this beautiful island, we found a whale skeleton which was likely a young sei whale. We also
came across a small colony of king penguins on the beach, including the charismatic chicks which were a favourite
for many passengers including myself.

The skeleton of a sei whale
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King penguins

Whilst watching them, we saw Commerson’s dolphins swimming through the surf, with their striking colourations
visible through the water. After a short climb past magellanic penguins, we reached a colony of rockhopper
penguins, with a single macaroni penguin hiding amongst them. On the way back to the ship, 3 more Commerson’s
dolphins joined our zodiac. This was my favourite island that we visited on this trip, with a wide variety of wildlife,
beautiful scenery, and the leopard seal being a bonus.

Commerson's dolphin swimming through the surf

During this evening briefing we had been warned that there was a weather system heading towards us. Whilst the
worst of it would hit the western tip of South America and head North, remnants would likely reach us. We had been
incredibly lucky with the weather so far, especially for this area that is quite often battered by wind, so we were
prepared for landings to be less likely in the coming days, and thankful for how lucky we had been so far.
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Day 6 – 3rd November 2018. Stanley
As promised, we woke up off Volunteer Point with a heavy swell. After careful consideration, it was deemed too
dangerous to land, and we started making our way south to Stanley, the only town in the Falklands. On the way, we
passed two more sei whales, and were kept company by plenty of imperial cormorants, sooty shearwaters and
white-chinned petrels.

Imperial cormorant

I’d been to Stanley twice before so knew what to expect. We passed through a narrow passage and emerged into a
bay with old wrecked ships, a hill sits across from the town bearing the names of ships that had protected the
Falklands, marked out by white rocks. The Falklands has an interesting history, not limited to the conflict in 1982.
Similar to its neighbour, South Georgia, there was a heavy presence of historic whaling in the surrounding waters.
Nowadays the islands rely on fisheries for their main income, supplemented by tourism by cruise ships such as the
Ortelius.
Once we clambered out of the zodiacs onto the jetty, we were met by several young South American sea lions
sleeping on the edge of town. Many passengers explored the museum to learn about the interesting history of these
islands and their inhabitants, and toured the shops selling souvenirs. I made a beeline for a little known café that
sells some of the best cheesecake I’ve ever had – not something many people associate with the Falkland Islands!

Stanley - the only town in the Falklands
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The Falklands are also one of the gateways to Antarctica.
Many cruise ships call here on their way South, but it’s also
the base of operations for the British Antarctic Survey (BAS)
which has bases on the nearby South Georgia, South Orkney
Islands further south, Adelaide Island near the Peninsula, and
on the continent itself. Both BAS ships start the season in the
UK, loading supplies and belongings of those spending the
winter in the Antarctic. The ships head south, crossing the
equator after a few weeks, and arrive at the Falklands to pick
up more supplies and the cohort or scientists, technical staff,
and crew for the onwards journey to the bases, carrying out
on-board scientific work along the way. Both of these ships
were at the Falklands at the same time we were, starting
their journey a few days after we departed.
Oceanwide Expeditions

As promised, the weather front hit us soon after we left Stanley and conditions worsened overnight. As we headed
into the wind, heading south of Stanley, we saw an incredible sight in the fading light: thousands upon thousands of
sooty shearwaters. There were many estimates from the experienced birders on deck that ranged from 2,000 to
20,000 animals. They were flying past the ship for what felt like an hour in a continuous stream. Sooty shearwaters
head ashore at night to avoid predators, and they were likely swarming in the dusk light, waiting for it to be dark
enough to be safe to go ashore to their burrows.

Sooty shearwaters

Day 7 – 4th November 2018. No landings
We had planned to land on Bleaker Island followed by Sea Lion
Island, but unfortunately conditions didn’t allow either. Whilst
some passengers were disappointed, this did mean that we had a
lot more time out on deck searching for cetaceans, watching
abundant birdlife that was taking advantage of the wind to
maintain low-energy flying, and talking to passengers whilst we
bobbed about at potential landing sites and sailed around these
beautiful islands. During the day, we recorded several pods of
Peale’s and Commerson’s dolphins, along with some South
American sea lions. Once landings were officially cancelled for
the day, we made our way up Eagle Passage in-between east and
west Falkland, and were given nice views of the stunning coastline
of the Falkland Islands, and hundreds of southern fulmar.
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Sunset off the Falklands

Day 8 – 5th November 2018. New Island
Despite the weather continuing to hamper landings, our experienced expedition staff and captain selected New
Island. As this landing site in the south was relatively sheltered, the ship could manoeuvre closer to shore. Our zodiac
landed alongside an old shipwreck, now home to several night herons. There were plenty of breeding songbirds and
wildfowl on this island, some of which decided the edge of the path was a sensible nesting location! New Island has
an interesting history that includes a shipwrecked crew surviving on the island for 2 years before being rescued. It is
now home to a wealth of wildlife that is frequently monitored and researched.

Ship wreck on New Island

We were given a choice of two destinations: 1) a short walk to a black-browed albatross colony, or 2) a two-hour
return walk across hilly terrain to see South American fur seals, a species that we’d only seen at sea until this point.
This was an easy choice for me, and I joined a group of keen walkers on this hike atop windy hills, past beautiful
lakes, and around prion burrows. Once at a vantage point above the colony, we could see 21 fur seals, mostly nonbreeders, but we could hear a lot more on the beach below, including the wonderful high-pitched bleats of fur seal
pups. After watching for a while, we headed back towards the ship, back through the beautiful landscape that makes
up so many of the islands in the Falklands archipelago.
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South American fur seals

In the afternoon we attempted to land on the north side of New
Island; however, it was more exposed and the weather was
deteriorating further, so the sensible call was made to end landings
and start our journey south to Ushuaia. As we left the relatively
sheltered islands, we felt the swell increase and watched as dramatic
waves broke on cliff faces in the fading sun. An impressive number of
people stayed on deck, watching the albatross use the wind and waves
to glide effortlessly. In these conditions, spotting cetaceans is a tricky
endeavour, but I kept an eye out for anything that may surface close
to the ship.

Southern royal albatross

Dolphins are often difficult to identify in rough weather – this was one of those times where identification was not possible

Day 9 – 6th November 2018. Sea day
The seas in this part of the world are famed for their rough weather, especially the nearby Drake Passage. The
journey back to Ushuaia did not disappoint, and the last day likely gave plenty of passengers dramatic stories to tell
to friends back home as they experienced 6 metre swells and force 9 gales. The decks were closer for the majority of
the day, so we spent time on bridge where we watched the waves crash over the bow and the omni-present
albatrosses.
I was due to present a lecture on everything we had seen on our tri today and whilst I was preparing this, a pod of
pilot whales were seen from the bridge! Pilot whales are deep diving squid eaters, and I was glad some passengers
managed to see them. With so many people sheltering in bed, there was a small complement of passengers and staff
to present to, but those that attended seemed happy to have a distraction from the motion. Soon afterwards the
decks were accessible, and we braved the wind to watch the seas. There may not have been any cetaceans seen
between the white caps, but it was wonderful to see so many birds before arriving into port the next day.
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Dramatic seas on the return to Ushuaia

Day 10 – 7th November 2018. Arrival in Ushuaia, Argentina.
We woke up on the approach to Ushuaia as we passed between snow capped mountains, silhouetted by a beautiful
sunrise. As we docked, we spotted a number of other cruise ships, likely heading further south to Antarctica. We
disembarked in this scenic town, said goodbye to passengers we’d gotten to know over the last week of hiking, bird
spotting and whale watching, and thanked our welcoming and knowledgeable expedition staff from Oceanwide
Expeditions. It was a great trip full of wildlife spectacles that will stay with me for a long time.

Snow-capped mountains as we approached Ushuaia

A big thank you to all of the crew, captain, expedition team, and all the wonderful guests that joined us on this
voyage and helped with our vital data collection work. We would also like to thank Oceanwide Expeditions for
allowing us to undertake our surveying work on board. ORCA is one of the UK’s leading whale and dolphin
conservation charities, dedicated to the long-term protection of whales, dolphins and porpoises (collectively known
as cetaceans), and their habitats. For more information about us, please visit our website www.orcaweb.org.uk.
For a map of all the marine wildlife seen and recorded during this cruise and for a bird list please see the next pages.
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A list of all the birds seen and recorded during this cruise around the Falklands
King penguin

Wilson’s storm petrel

Southern rockhopper penguin

Fairy prion

Macaroni penguin

Slender-billed prion

Gentoo penguin

Rock shag

Magellanic penguin

Blue eyed shag

Black-browed albatross

Black-crowned night heron

Southern royal albatross

White-tufted grebe

Grey headed albatross

Silvery grebe

Southern giant petrel

Upland goose

Northern giant petrel

Kelp goose

White-chinned petrel

Ruddy-headed goose

Cape petrel

Flying steamer duck

Southern fulmar

Turkey vulture

Sooty shearwater

Striated caracara

Great shearwater

Crested caracara

Manx shearwater

Brown skua

Dolphin gull

South American tern

Kelp gull

Arctic tern
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